
WYLDWINGS ENTICER 
 

Thank you for your purchase of the Wyldwings Enticer package. We appreciate your 
confidence in our products and want to make sure you have the best possible experience 
with them. 
 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 
 
The Enticer package is simple and easy to use. It consists of three pieces: The “T” shaped 
universal attachment; the 11 gauge extension wire with a spiral coil at one end and a loop 
at the other; and the small green attachment wire that connects the extension wire to your 
Enticer “feather.”  

 
 
Assembly and Installation: 
 
To install the Enticer, first select your preferred location. We have designed the Enticer 
and its universal attachment so that you can choose the best set location to catch the 
target animal, not the location that accommodates the Enticer. First, simply insert the 
pointed end of the universal attachment screw into the coil end of the extension wire.  
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Slide the coil up above the screw threads. Now, 
holding the “T” part of the universal attachment, 
push the pointed end into a tree or bush. If you select 
a cliff or ledge, insert the universal attachment point 
into a crack or crevice. Twist the “T” handle in a 
clockwise motion while pushing in on the handle. 
Within a couple of turns, you will feel the threads 
grab. A few more turns and the universal attachment 
should be sufficiently solid to support the 11 gauge 
support wire.  
 
 
 

 
Turn the “T” handle so the handle is vertical 
(pointing up and down). Now slide the ¼” washer 
over the top of the handle so that the 11 gauge 
support wire is now connected to the “T” handle.  
This will allow you to angle the support wire in any 
direction or to adjust the height up or down. Now 
select an Enticer feather to attach to the end of the 
attachment wire using the heavy duty snap swivel.  
 
 
 
 

 
Once you have attached 
the Enticer feather, it is 
important to make sure 
the feather cannot touch 
any limbs, branches, 
rocks or anything else. 
We have designed all the 
connection points of the 
extension wire and 
support wires to prevent 
entanglement or fouling. 
But if you allow the 
feather itself to touch 
any surrounding limbs or 
twigs, it may become 
entangled with them and 
prevent the Enticer from 



performing as it was designed, and it will also possibly rip or tear your Enticer feather.  
 
Tips and Hints: 
 
Cats and other predators use their eyes a great deal when hunting, which is why their eyes 
are situated on the front of their face and focused forward. They also use their eyes to 
discriminate – weed out – those objects that deserve further interest or attention. We have 
found that placing the Enticer feather lower to the ground creates more hunting interest in 
animals, particularly cats. By analogy, if you hung a chunk of fresh meat at a height of 20 
feet, a cat may be mildly interested because it would be unable to reach the meat. 
However, hang the same chunk of meat at eye level and the cat will try to get as close as 
it can. Hanging the feather 24-36” from the ground seems to draw maximum attention.  

 
On the other hand, hanging the Enticer at a greater height is more effective when you are 
attempting to appeal to a much wider area. For example, if you have a lone or prominent 
tree near a large open hillside or a field, hanging the Enticer high can allow animals to 
see if from great distances.  
 
When selecting the particular Enticer feather to use, think about your set location. You 
may want to pick the feather that contrasts with your background for maximum visibility. 
On the other hand, maybe you are concerned about theft or being seen by human traffic. 
In these cases, the smaller Jr. Enticer Turkey feather or the Western Magic (chukar) 
patterns work well. Also, you can use scissors to trim the white portion from the Turkey 
pattern to add some concealment. You can even cut down the feather to 2-4” if you feel 
the need.  



 
Care and Treatment: 
 
While we have gone to great efforts to use quality ink and nearly-indestructible materials 
for the Enticer feathers, they will fade if left for prolonged periods in direct sunshine. 
They will last many seasons if properly cared for  -- store them inside in a dark area when 
not in use; avoid carrying them in containers with sharp tools or trap stakes; if they get 
dirty or muddy, wash them off with plain water and wipe with a dry cloth. We have 
found a heavy duty ziplock bag is practically ideal for storing and carrying your Enticer 
feathers in the field.  


